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A Foreword
Following the inaugural edition of the Insider Survey
last year, we reached back out to our Formula 1 (F1)
colleagues ahead of the 2022 Season to see how the
last twelve months have impacted opinion. Least of
all, to see whether the events of last year’s thrilling F1
season have altered the landscape for our sport today
and, no doubt, for years to come.
We are once again thankful to those who have given their time to
respond and are delighted to share our findings. Our intention is
that this survey can continue to provide an insightful, honest and
thought-provoking view of the commercial aspect of F1 and the
opportunities it can or should provide to brands and stakeholders
currently involved or thinking of joining the sport itself .

All signs point to us emerging from the global pandemic but it’s clear
that we are by no means free of its impact, with the majority still
believing we will not see a return to ‘business as usual’ before 2023.
However, a steady return of event attendees in some capacity,
both fans and media, has reaffirmed their importance to the
championship, where brands and teams continue to list on-ground
activation as key.
One of the overriding themes from 2021 was diversity. In 2022
the tone is different, our respondents’ priorities for this season
have shifted and are now very much focused on sustainability and
technical innovation.
On the removal of the ‘knee-taking’ gesture from the race start
procedure for this season, opinion is split, with just under half
recognising its positive message against almost a quarter feeling F1
would look back on the ‘moment’ as a negative for the sport.
There is also an interesting disparity around media coverage,
with different stakeholders experiencing contrasting levels of
engagement and ease of access, whilst each claim varying levels of
success.
Nevertheless, there is clear cause for optimism in F1, with
commercial opportunities continuing to be better than five years
ago. General public awareness and understanding of the sport was
highlighted as a point of concern in last year’s survey. In 2022, it is
undeniably at an all-time high, buoyed no doubt by the popularity
of a certain television series and the incredible and controversial
events of the season finale in Abu Dhabi.
In a sport where so many differing parties have a skin in the game,
it seems F1 has never been such a hot topic of conversation with
the man on the street. Whisper it quietly, F1 might even be back in
the ‘mainstream’. But where does F1 go from here? Is it a sport or an
entertainment brand?
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Key
Learnings
Sustainability has become the
leading priority of focus for all
stakeholders with Teams citing
the ‘lack of clear message’ as a
major barrier in attracting new
brands to the sport

Gaining positive media coverage
has become a top reason for
brands to invest in F1, with
brands keen to use the emerging
popularity of the sport to
promote their business

Commercial opportunities in F1
feel as though they are better
now than five years ago, again a
potential indication of a growing
status in the global sports
landscape
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There is a growing sense
of division in F1 with vastly
polarising views marking out
the established traditionalists
against the emerging new,
digital following the sport is
attracting

Awareness and understanding
of F1 amongst the general public
is booming, no doubt due in
a large part to the success of
Netflix’s ‘Drive to Survive’ and
a genuinely exciting title race in
2021

F1 is failing to effectively
communicate its hybrid
credentials, with many feeling
they are falling behind the EV
narrative
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The Covid
Legacy
The impact of the global pandemic on F1 cannot be
understated, as we witnessed the sport battle seemingly
endless restrictions and protocols throughout the 2021
season. ‘Bubbles’ entered the vernacular as event
attendance was severely limited to essential staff and
selected media.
But there now seems to be light at the end of the tunnel.
											

F1 should undoubtedly be commended for ensuring a successful
completion of a complex and global race calendar, showing the
flexibility and foresight in accounting for cancellation of planned
rounds in Australia, Singapore and Canada, with innovative ideas
such as the Red Bull Ring double-header, as well as the delayed
return of the Dutch Grand Prix to the calendar – a sure-fire success
with the overwhelming surge of obsession for Max Verstappen.
What these events clearly highlighted, was the need for a return
to ‘normality’. Teams and brands were desperate to activate on the
ground, with our survey respondents citing hospitality and access
to drivers as their top priorities when it comes to activating their
partnerships.
There is no denying the camaraderie and togetherness that came
as a result of the pandemic and its restrictions, with teams and
their partners showing a united front with all partners deemed
‘understanding’ to the challenges of the previous year.
This brought about a rapid change of tack for stakeholders with a
‘digital first’ approach now becoming the norm but whilst social
content has undoubtedly become a key string to the bow for teams
and brands, the return of a full on-ground activation programme
remains their priority.
Indeed could there be a case of digital ‘fatigue’ to some extent?
2022 has seen us continue to emerge from the challenges of the last
couple of seasons, with a plethora of new brands joining the sport,
which is encouraging to see from a commercial recovery point of
view and whilst some flexibility is still required, a return to ‘business as
usual’ from a commercial aspect does not seem far away now.
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Crunch says:
The effects of the global pandemic are still far-reaching
and here to stay. Whilst a return to normal racing seems
only a matter of time, there are some aspects of the sport
that have changed forever. Digital content has become a
cost-effective, legitimate communication tool for teams and
brands, aligned with a changing media landscape that has
seen a newer, younger audience emerge. They demand
instant gratification, and as such everyone must embrace a
digital first approach to ensure F1 continues to find itself at
the forefront of the global sporting landscape.

“As one of the first global
sports to return to action
following the Covid crisis,
F1 has clearly garnered an
enthusiastic new audience,
eager to consume”

68
8

of ten respondents felt
that partners were very
understanding of challenges
posed by Covid
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The Netflix Effect:
Improving Public
Awareness
One key outcome of our Insider Survey last year was an
apparent distinct lack of public understanding of F1 – if
there is one overwhelming effect from the 2021 season,
it is the emergence of our sport into the mainstream,
the result of a ‘perfect storm’ of a barn-storming drivers’
championship battle throughout the year, culminating in
a controversial and season finale.

But at what price? The actions of the FIA and Race Director in Abu
Dhabi last December have polarised our respondents – whilst most
acknowledge the surge in popularity of F1 amongst the general
public, for those traditionalists it is the blurring of the line between
sport and entertainment that calls to question the integrity of the
sport and the future direction for F1.
Having said that, clearly a procession of cars finishing behind
the Safety Car would hardly have delivered the excitement we
ultimately enjoyed. A case of ‘no such thing as bad publicity’?
If the sport is to continue to grow, can it ignore this new fanbase for
the sake of tradition? A unique opportunity lies before F1 to break out
of the confinement of the niche motorsport world and into the global
mainstream, but at what cost? Last year’s season finale race ending
ensured discussions around the rights and wrongs of the 2021 results
continued throughout the offseason and well into the new year – and
certainly put the spotlight on the start of this season.

Love it or loathe it, ‘Drive to Survive’ has brought a new, younger
and global audience that F1 has not previously seen and, outwardly,
this is a hugely positive step – more fans equal more viewers and
more tickets sold – evident with the majority of this year’s races
being sold out events months in advanced - which surely satisfies
the commercial aims whilst also addressing the burgeoning call for
better track action.
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Crunch says:

“More viewers equal more fans
and more tickets sold”

71
12

of respondents felt that Drive
to Survive was positive for the
sport in terms of profile, drama,
insight and engaging with new
and untapped global audiences

For better or worse, the F1 landscape is shifting – one might
accuse owners Liberty Media of the ‘Americanisation’ of the
sport and the admittedly contrived theatrics on track and
in its now ubiquitous Netflix dramatization are bitter pills to
swallow, not to mention the celebrity circus that was the
inaugural Miami GP.
However, if there is one thing Americans do better than
others it is fan engagement, with instant gratification the
name of the game. If F1 wants to reach and retain this new,
bright young audience then is it time to break away from
our traditional, elitist, Eurocentric attitudes? But in doing so
would we lose some of the history and heritage of the sport
and what makes F1 the pinnacle of motorsport? With an
ever increase in F1 content on Instagram Reels and YouTube
showing the ‘behind the scenes’ from brands, sponsors, and
drivers alike it certainly suggests F1 is already shifting and
moving towards this new audience, but at the same time it
must find a happy medium to ensure it does not alienate its
‘old’ fans.
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A Question of
Sustainability
One constant that has carried over from last year
is the importance of the sustainability topic for all
stakeholders, with brands citing it as a key factor in
activating their partnerships in F1. Furthermore, 89% of
respondents earmarked a lack of a strong sustainability
platform, ahead of costs, as the greatest barrier to
securing prospective partners.
It is clear that this is pivotal for all parties; the time for simply paying
lip service to the subject is over and there must now be action, with
F1 itself announcing its aim to achieve a net zero-carbon footprint by
2030 and the use of 100% sustainable fuels, evident already with
the introduction this season in the rules for all teams to be using E10
fuels.
To varying success, Formula E and Extreme E continue to hail
the Electric Vehicle (EV) narrative, whilst governments and
manufactures are seemingly still at loggerheads as to the correct
path forwards for the automotive industry.
But whilst F1 could take the leading position and be an authority on
hybrid systems (HEV), has it missed the opportunity? F1 has been clear

... the time for simply paying lip service to
the subject is over and there must now be
action....
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89
82

of respondents earmarked a
lack of a strong sustainability
platform as the greatest
barrier to securing
prospective partners

of respondents agree that
F1 has the opportunity
to globally showcase its
technical innovations around
the topic of sustainability

from the offset, that it does not want to follow the deemed ‘traditional’
route of EVs, as HEVs are deemed more appropriate for high powered
engines. Instead, the intention is working on 100% sustainable fuel
which could then be developed and produced to produce more efficient
mainstream fuels for trucks, trains and aircraft.
However, is F1 doing enough now to tell this narrative?
At present, due to the secrecy amongst teams around any changes
or enhancements to vehicle development and the long lead time (in
development terms) before the new rules come into place, no-one
wants to be the first to communicate their stance.
Whilst the environment is one aspect, there is little denying that
F1 continues to underwhelm when it comes to championing its
technical innovations and showcasing its efforts to the topic of
sustainability. Therefore, it is paramount to address the current poor
communications around the hybrid story.
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And here again we find a juxtaposition of audiences: on one
hand we have the established ‘technophiles’ who yearn for the
data and detail, whilst the other is the new-wave of young fans,
representatives of that ‘woke’ generation who balance their
passion for technology and convenience with an overarching selfawareness for the world around them. F1 is known as being the
pinnacle of motoring innovation and therefore it has the opportunity
to reach both these audiences and beyond and yet there is an
inherent failure to tell that story.
82% of our respondents agree – we must raise awareness globally,
not just targeting the traditional F1/Motorsport media and demystify
the messaging; use alternative forms of content for the new social
media generation – videos, graphics etc. Above all stakeholders
must be seen to be credible and open. If F1 is serious about
synthetic/sustainable fuels in the near future, now is the time to start
the conversations.
Tied to the sustainability topic, the F1 race calendar continues to be
a source of debate. There is overwhelming sentiment amongst our
survey responses that there are too many races, applying more
pressure on all those involved. Is there a sense of watering down the
product? Before the cancellation of this year’s Sochi GP, we were on
course for a record 23 races this season.
Likewise, the logic of the schedule itself is a source of debate –
alternating back-and-forth between races in North America and
Europe makes little sense although this it appears is something
Liberty Media are already looking at which is encouraging.
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Crunch says:
To walk into the Paddock Club and see flowers flown from
Holland to a sport feigning an interest in a sustainable future
is hard to take. Motorsport and sustainability have not been
traditional bedfellows but, as with so many aspects of F1,
the times are changing. We may no longer have the visceral
thrills of the screaming V10 but the sport continues to be a
benchmark of obscene levels of innovation and performance
and yet it is not being shouted about. Hybrid technology has
never been so relevant and whilst automotive manufacturers
continue to dawdle over whether EVs are the way forward,
now is the opportunity for the sport to seize the limelight. And
if net zero carbon footprint and synthetic fuels are the future,
now is the time to take control of that narrative and show that
we are a sport leading the way and not just talking the talk – it
is after all what the brands are looking for!
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Insiders
Quickview:

Teams Insight

In addition to the main topics above, here are
some of the notable takeaways and responses
from our key stakeholder groups:

Whilst the media landscape appears
to be shifting towards a digital/online
focus, Brands continue to focus
invitations on more traditional media

There needs to be more
differentiation between teams when
it comes to sponsorship offerings
according to 2/3 of respondents

Hospitality and driver appearances
remain top assets for partners,
followed by social content

Online ‘Influencers’ now constitutes
37% of partner media guests in
hospitality - likely to be filling the
perceived void of media coverage

98%
18

believe F1 is healthier now than it
was five years ago
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Media Insight

1
2
3
4
5
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Almost 40% of respondents represented an online
platform or podcast continuing last year’s trend towards
digital

Whilst access to information from Teams/Sponsors is
good (78%), over 60% find it a challenge to access team
personnel - drivers, management and engineers

Cost of travel/accommodation continues to be a deterrent
to attending events, as well as the ever-expanding
calendar

There seems to be a growing sense of friction between
the haves and have nots within the F1 paddock when it
comes to media access
Brands should engage more with media and not focus
purely on guest activation – it calls for a creative and
tailored approach to the right titles

1

Brands Insight
Rather than chasing new sponsors to F1, Teams
should be encouraging existing brands to better
exploit their partnerships
Almost 50% find it challenging to place stories with
F1 accredited media and yet interest is there from
non-accredited media – does there need to be
change of tack?
Earned media of course remains key to brands in F1

Guest hospitality at races remains a key asset for
Brands (average 500 pax per season, 29% of which
in Paddock Club)

53

of all respondents claim it
is difficult to measure any
success of its involvement
in F1
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Who did we
talk to?
Crunch approached more than 1,200 F1 paddock insiders
across three clear segments of the travelling F1 circus to
produce this report:
1) Teams
2) Media
3) Brands (partnered with or sponsoring a team and/or events)
From across these groups, one thing was very clear – we are a
community of F1 fans who are lucky enough to enjoy our passion as
our way of earning a living. In total 91% of respondents confirmed
they remain passionate fans at heart – and this in itself tells a story.
On the question of how long people have worked in the paddock,
the majority (83%) had been there for more than five years, having
witness the changes that Liberty Media and Covid has made to the
sport. The correlation between passion for the sport and duration
of career has seldom been clearer and never more so than in
communications supporting the series, as PRs, marketeers, and
even journalists no longer arrive having cut their teeth in domestic
racing and often view F1 as a springboard to the sport of their choice.
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36

of all respondents are based
outside of Europe
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The Respondent’s
Views
On media coverage:

On brands:

“Overall, be more open on
controversial matters, which
is when the chips go down.
Anyone can be happy chatty
when all is going well, but the
real pros know how to cope
when trouble hits and handle it
accordingly”

“More interaction, direct
information, direct
communication to those who
are on site. Explain what and
who they are. There are many
sponsors most media don’t even
know what they do/sell”

On sporting:
“Be strong in the face of
criticism around areas of
officiating and governance, both
internally and externally. Too
much in the way of questionable
attempts to lobby support
that leads to misunderstood
interpretations of what fans see
play out in races”

On race calendar:
“The sport needs to decide what
it wants to be: a profit centre
or an elite sport, a model for
sustainability or a globe-trotting
popinjay”
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On Abu Dhabi:
“Competition between teams is
raising interest in the platform
again. End of last season outcome
has brought new energy into the
game”

On ‘Drive to Survive’:
“A kind of drama is needed in
order to keep interest in the
series going – especially with
new audiences, who are not
necessarily pure motorsport
fans. Looking behind the scenes
and emotional moments across
the entire business is a great
story that hasn’t been told
before”
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